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Abst rac t - -The  purpose of this paper is to study the structure of compact continuous L-domains. 
It is proved that FS-domains, continuous B-domains, and compact continuous dcpos are all equivalent 
for L-domains. A basic notion of property W is introduced and some characterizations of compact 
continuous L-domains and of continuous L-domains are given by means of the continuity of function 
spaces and the property W. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
AND PREL IMINARIES  
Domains play a central role in denotational semantics of programming languages (see [1-4]). 
There are various notions of domains studied in the literature, and foremost among these are 
continuous (CONT) and algebraic (ALG) domains. Within the categories CONT and ALG, we 
may look for additional structure to model computational phenomena. An important require- 
ment on categories of domains is that they should be Cartesian closed. Neither CONT nor ALG 
is Cartesian closed, but from [5,6] we know essentially all maximal Cartesian closed full subcate- 
gories. Among the maximal ones are FS-domains (in the continuous case) and bifinite domains 
(in the algebraic ase). It is easy to see that the category of continuous B-domains, whose ob- 
jects are continuous retracts of bifinite domains, is also Cartesian closed and that each continuous 
B-domain is an FS-domain. However, it is unknown whether the reverse containment holds or 
under what conditions the reverse containment holds (see [7, problem 537]). On the other hand, 
from [5,6,8] we know that both FS-domains and B-domains are compact continuous and that 
L-domains play a crucial role in the study of continuity of function spaces. To obtain a better 
understanding of FS-domains and continuous B-domains, the structure of compact continuous 
L-domains is studied in the present paper. The authors construct a directed family of continuous 
deflations on compact continuous L-domains, and hence, prove that FS-domains, continuous 
B-domains, and compact continuous dcpos are all equivalent for L-domains. Also a basic notion 
of property W is introduced and by using the property W, we give another characterization of
continuous L-domains (a little different from those given in [8]). On the basis of this result, some 
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characterizations of compact continuous L-domains are obtained by means of the continuity of 
function spaCes. 
Our notation will be fairly standard. We call directed-complete partial orders dcpos and do 
not generally assume that they have a least element. A dcpo is continuous if every element is 
the directed supremum of elements way below it, where an element x is way below an element y
(x << y), if whenever the sup of a directed set is above y, then some element of the directed 
set is above x. If a continuous dcpo is a complete lattice, then it is called a continuous lattice. 
Throughout his paper, X always denotes a topological space and ft(X) its open set lattice. A 
topological space X is said to be core compact if ~2(X) is a continuous lattice. A dcpo D, as 
a topological space, is always equipped with the Scott topology cr(D). Our functions are Scott 
continuous, that is, they preserve directed sups and we write [X ~ D] for the set of continuous 
functions from X to D. For each f e [X ~ D] and a E D, write f~a>> -= f - l (~  a), where 
~a= {xc  D:x  >>a}. 
DEFINITION 1.1. (See [1].) A dcpo D is an L-domain if for every element x of D, the principle 
ideal ~ x = {y E D : y < x} is a complete lattice. In this case, we write Vx for the supremum 
operation in ~ x and Oz for the/east element of ~ x. 
For D and E dcpos where E has a least element 0E and e E E, we write G ~ e : D ~ E for the 
step function which maps the Scott open set C to e and everything else to 0E (in particular, d ~ e 
for the step function ~ d "N e). Jung (see [5]) shows that step functions are Scott continuous and 
that each Scott continuous function f : D -~ E can be approximated by the step functions if D 
and E are continuous. It is a natural question as to how we can establish similar approximations 
for those Scott continuous functions of which the image domains have no least element. We 
introduced in [8] more general approximants similar to the step functions for L-domains. 
For A ___ X, a E D, and f c [X --* D], define the map A "NI a : X --* D by 
( a, x E A, 
(A "~1 a) (x) = l 
Of(x), x ¢~A. 
Then we have the following. 
LEMMA 1.1. (See [8].) Let D be a continuous L-domain, a,b E D, V E f l (X),  and f E [X -~ D]. 
Then we have the following statements. 
1. A ~ I  a E [X --* D] i rA  E f2(X) and A C f<<a>>. 
2. V ~'~I b << f<<a>> "x~f a in [X ---+ D] if b << a and V << f<<a>>. 
3. f -- VaeL Vb<<a Vv<</<<o>> v "-,~f b. 
4. f<<a>> fq f<<b>> = ¢ if  0a ~ 0b. 
DEFINITION 1.2. (See [1,5].) A dcpo D is a continuous FB-domain f fthere is a directed collection 
{fi : i E I} of deflations on D such that V f i  -- ido, where a deflation on D is a finitely valued 
Scott continuous map f on D with f < idD. IT D has a/east element, then it is called a continuous 
B-domain. 
DEFINITION 1.3. (See [9].) Let D be a dcpo and f : D --* D a Scott continuous function. We 
say that f is finitely separated from the identity on D, if there exists a finite set M such that for 
any x E D, there is m E M with f (x)  <_ m <_ x. 
A dcpoD with a least element is called an FS-domain if there is a directed collection {fi : i E I} 
of continuous functions on D, each finitely separated from idv, with the identity map as their 
supremum. 
The Lawson topology on a dcpo D is obtained by taking as a subbase for the open sets {U\ T 
x : U E a(D), x c D}. We call D Lawson compact or compact if D is a compact space with the 
Lawson topology. 
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THEOREM 1.1. (See [9].) A dcpo D with a least dement is an FS-domain if both D and [D ~ D] 
are compact continuous dcpos. 
The following facts are well known and often used in the present paper. 
REMARK 1.1. (See [9].) In any continuous dcpo D, the following statements hold. 
1. x <4 y implies there is some z E D such that x << z << y. 
2. {~ x : x E D} is a base of the Scott topology a(D). 
3. {~ x \  T F : x E D, F _ D is finite) is a base of the Lawson topology. 
2. A D IRECTED COLLECT ION OF  DEFLAT IONS 
ON COMPACT CONTINUOUS L -DOMAINS 
For a dcpo D and a subset F c_ D, an upper bound of F is minimal if there is no other upper 
bound of F below it, and we write mub (F) for the set of minimal upper bounds of F. 
DEFINITION 2.1. We say a dcpoD has property m if for each nonernpty finite set F of D and 
each upper bound x of F, there is a minimal upper bound a of F such that a ~_ x. 
The following statements for L-domains will be of help in the following discussion. 
LEMMA 2.1. (See[8].) 
1. Each continuous L-domain has property m. 
2. In any L-domain D, the following conclusions hold. 
(a) 0~ is a minima/element of D and Ox << 0x for each x E D. 
(b) If {a~ : i E A} C_ D with V~ea ai k ox, then 0~ = Ox for all i E A. 
(c) If x < y and {a,b} C_~ zn  t y, then a Vz b = a Vy b. 
The following lemma appears as Lemma 4.18 in [5]; we omit the proof. 
LEMMA 2.2. (See [5].) A continuous dcpo D with property m is Lawson compact if and only if 
D is Scott quasi-compact and for all pairs al << a, bl << b in D, the set mub {a, b} is contained 
in a finite union of sets of the form J~ c, c E mub {al, bl). 
The following statements are crucial for constructing deflations on compact continuous 
L-domains. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let D be a compact continuous L-domain, f ~ [X --* D], ai, 5i E D, and Vi E f~(X) 
with b~ ~< a~, V~ << f<<a,>> for f E I = {1,2, . . . ,  n}. If  A~=I Vi ~ 0, then we have the following 
conclusions. 
1. There is a nonempty finite set M i ( f )  c_ mub {/1,. . .  bn) such that for any m E Mi ( f ) ,  
n V~ there is an x E Ni=l i with f (x)  >> m. 
2. There is a family of open sets Ri ( f )  = {U(I,m) : m E Mi ( f )}  satisfying the following 
conditions. 
(a) N \I = 
(b) U(i,m~) n U(I,~) -- 0 whenever ml~ me (ml,m2 E Mi( f ) ) .  
(c) f (x)  7> m for each m E Mi ( f )  and x e UU,.~ ) • 
PROOF. By Lemma 2.2, there is a nonempty finite set T IC  mub {bl , . . . ,  bn} such that mub {al, 
• . . ,an} C (.J{~ a:  a E TI} as mub{a l , . . . ,an}  ¢ 0. Let 
Mi( f )  = {m E Ti : 3x E N V~ such that f (x)  >> 
n and note that for each x E ~i=1 V~, f (x)  >_ bx for some bx E mub {a l , . . .  an}, and hence, f (x)  7_ 
bx >7 m for some m E TI. Thus, Mi( f )  is a nonempty finite set and conclusion (1) holds. 
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Let U(Lm) = f-a(T m) ¢q Nin=l Yi for each m E MI(y). We claim that  U(l,m) is an open set 
of X.  Take an x E U(i,m), then f(x) >> u for some u E A ie I  ~ hi. Hence, f - l (~  u) is an open 
neighbourhood o fx .  Note from m Emub{b l ,be , . . .bn}  and f(z) >_ m, we have m = Vf(x){bi : 
i E I}. By u E NiE1 ~ ai and Lemma 2.1(2)(c), u > Vu{bi : i E I}  = Vf(x){bi : i E I}  = m 
holds, and hence, x E f - l (~  U) f7 Nin=l V i C U(i,m), i.e., U(Lm) is an open set of X. 
For each x E N~eI Vi, we then have f(x) >> m for some m E TI as f(x) E N~ez # ai C_ 
U{~ a : a E TI}. Thus, we have m E Mi(f) and x E U(I,m), and hence, (a) holds. Note that  D 
is an L-domain and m~, m2 E mub {b~,. . . ,  bn), so it is easy to show that  (b) holds. Finally, (c) 
follows from the proof of (a). Thus, the lemma is proved. | 
THEOREM 2.1. (See [8].) For a dcpo D, the [ollowing conclusions are equivalent. 
1. D is a continuous L-domain. 
2, IX --* D] is a continuous L-domain for aI1 core compact spaces X. 
3. [X --* D] is a continuous dcpo for all core compact spaces X. 
Let D be a continuous L-domain and X a core compact space. Then ~ f is a continuous 
lattice for each f E [X --* D] by the theorem above. In the standard way of generating the 
sup-semilattice, we write 
g~l(f) = {V '%f  b: a E D, b << a, V E 12(X) and V << f<<a>>}, 
gg( f )=(V{v i "~fb i : i= l ' " "n} :V i~yb iE9 l ( f ) ' i= l " " 'n 'n>- l}  " f  
Obviously, p ( f )  is a directed set and V p ( f )  = f by Lemma 1.1(3). 
LEMMA 2.4. If D is a compact continuous L-domain and X a core compact space, then Vf{V/~f  
bi : i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n}  is a deflation on D for each n >_ 1, f E IX --~ D] and Vi "~y bi E Pl(f) 
(i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,~) .  
PROOF.  Let Vi ~f  bi E P1(f) for i E I = {1,2,...,n}. Then  bi << ai and Vi << f<<a~>> for each 
i E I. In order to give the proof, we  need some notation first. 
For a subset F of I, let IF I denote the cardinal number  of F and write 
4)={FC- I :NV~¢O,  IF]>2 } ,  
iEF 
MI = max {k E I :  3F  E (I) with IFI = k},  
Oi = {F E ~:  IFI = i} (i = 2 ,3 , . . . ,M I ) .  
(1) If ~) = 0, then 17/N Vj = 0 for i , j  E I and i ¢ j .  Define the map G S : X --~ D by 
bi, xEV i ,  i E I ,  
as(z )  = 
Of(x), otherwise. 
bi, 
Gs(x)  = m,  
m, 
0f(x), 
Note that  D is Lawson compact, and hence, nmb 0 = {0x : x E D} is finite; it is easily 
seen that  G I = V I{V/ "~I  bi : i E I} is a deflation on D. 
(2) If ~ ~ 0, then ~i ~ 0 for each i = 2, 3 , . . . ,M I .  For each F E ~, let MR(f) be the set 
in Lemma 2.3(1) and RE(f) = {U(F,m) : m E MF( f )}  stand for the family of open sets 
satisfying the conditions in Lemma 2.3(2). Define the map G S : X --* D by 
xEU(F,m), mEMf( f ) ,  FE(I)MI, 
otherwise. 
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It is easy to see (Vi\(UFe¢2 (NieF Y )))n(Yj\(UF ,2(N eF = 0 whenever i # j.  For each 
k E {2 ,3 , . . . ,M I -  1},F1,F2 E ~k, and mle MFl(f),m2 E MF2(f), note U(Fl,mp Q U(F,,m2) C 
N~eFluF2 Vi, we have 
whenever F1 ¢/;'2. Also for F1,/;'2 E ~MI and ml E MF1 (f), m2 E MF2 (f), it is not hard to see 
U(FI,m,) N U(F2,m2) -= 0, whenever F1 ¢ F2. Thus, G$ is well defined. 
Obviously, Gf is a finitely valued function and Gf <_ f. By the construction of G, it is easily 
shown that G f, as a map, is a minimal upper bound of {Vi "X~ S bi : i E I}. It remains to show 
the continuity of GS. 
In order to do this, take an arbitrary b E D. If b = 0b, by Lemma 2.1, we get 
f<<b>> U {y/:  b << b~,i E I},  ~i E I such that bi >> b, 
(Gf)<<b>> = f<<b>>\ U v /= f<<b>>, otherwise, 
iEI 
which is an open set of X. Now suppose b ¢ 0b, then we can verify that 
(Gf)<<b>> = U {Vi: bi >> b, i E I} U U {U(F,m) : m > b, F E ~, m E MR(S)}, 
if there is i E I with bi >> b and that 
(G$)<<b>> = U {U(F,m):m > b,F E ¢b,m E MF( I )} ,  
if there is F E ~, rn E MR(f) with m >> b and that (Gs)<<b>> = 0, otherwise. Hence, the lemma 
is proved. I 
COROLLARY 2.1. Each compact continuous L-domain is a continuous FB-domain. 
PROOF. Let D be a compact continuous L-domain and take the core compact space X = 
(D,~r(D)) and f = idv. By Lemma 2.4, ~3(idv) is a directed collection of deflations on D 
and V p(idv) = idv; hence, D is a continuous FB-domain. I 
COROLLARY 2.2. For each L-domain D with/east element, the following statements are equiv- 
alent. 
1. D is a continuous B-domain. 
2. D is an FS-domain. 
3. D is a compact continuous dcpo. 
PROOF. By Corollary 2.1, only (3) --~ (1) needs to be shown. I 
EXAMPLE 1. The unit interval with the usual order is a continuous B-domain by Corollary 2.2, 
since it is a compact continuous L-domain. 
EXAMPLE 2. The following example of continuous B-domain was pointed out to us by the referee. 
Let X be a connected and locally connected compact Hausdorff space and D the collection of 
all connected closed subsets of X ordered by reverse inclusion. It is not hard to show that D is a 
continuous L-domain (see [5], for example) and that A1 << A2 in D if and only if A2 C_ Int U C A1 
for some connected subset U of X, where Int U denotes the interior of U. 
Now let A1 << A2, B1 << B2 in D, then A2 c Int U C A1 and B2 c Int V c_ B1 for some 
connected subsets U, V. For each x E A2 G B2, let Fx, Gx, and Hx be the connected components 
of x in A2 n B2, in Int U n Int V, and in A1 N B1, respectively. By the locM connectedness of 
X, we know that all Gx, as connected components of the open subspace Int U NInt V, are open 
sets of X. Hence, {Gx : x E A2 N B2} is an open cover of A2 N B2 and has a finite subcover 
{G~, : i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n} .  Als0 note that different connected components are disjoint and that 
mub ({A2, B2}) = {Fx : x E A2 N B2}, {H~ : x E A2 N B2} C_ mub ({A1, B1}). Therefore, we have 
mub ({A2,B2}) C_# {H~ : i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n} .  Thus, D is a compact continuous L-domain, and 
hence, a continuous B-domain by Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 2.2. 
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3. CONTINUOUS FUNCTION SPACES OF  COMPACT 
CONTINUOUS L -DOMAINS 
First, we present a new notion which is used crucially in the section. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let V E f~(X)\{0}. 
1. A family of open sets {Ui : i E I} is called a decomposition of V if 
(a) U~ci U~ = v; 
(b) Ui M Uj = 0 whenever i ~ j ( i , j  E I); 
(c) Ui ~ 0 for each i E I. 
2. A decomposition {Ui : i E I} of V is said to be maximal if for each decomposition 
{Vj : j E J} of Y and for each j E J, there is i E I such that Ui C_ Vj. 
It is clear that the maximal decomposition of each nonempty open set is unique if it exists. In 
the following, E(V) stands for the maximal decomposition of a nonempty open set V. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A topological space X is said to have property W if each nonempty open set 
has a finite maximal decomposition. 
The following facts can be found in [8]; we omit the proof. 
LEMMA 3.1. (See [8].) 
1. Any retract of an L-domain (continuous dcpo) is again an L-domain (continuous dcpo), 
and [X --* D1] is a retract of IX --~ D] if D1 is a retract olD. 
2. Let D be a continuous dcpo with property m. Then D is not an L-domain if and only 
if D contains T1 or M~ as a retract, where T1 and M1 are continuous dcpos denoted by 
Figures 1 and 2, respectively. 
3. Neither [TN ~ T1] nor [MN --* M1] is continuous, where TN and MN ai.e continuous dcpos 










Figure 1. Figure 2. Figure 3. Figure 4. 
LEMMA 3.2. Both (MN, cr(MN)) and (TN, a(TN)) have property W. 
PROOF. It is easily seen that each Scott open set V on MN or on TN has the trivial maximal 
decomposition {V}. I 
THEOREM 3.1. For a dcpo D with property m, the following conclusions are equivalent. 
1. D is a continuous L-domain. 
2. [X --* D] is a continuous L-domain for all core compact spaces with property W. 
3. [X --* D] is a continuous dcpo for all core compact spaces with property W. 
PROOF. By Theorem 2.1, we only need to show (3) --* (1). 
It  is clear the that one-point space has property W, thus D is a continuous dcpo, because 
D ~ [X  --* D] for the one-point space X. Now suppose that D is not an L-domain. By 
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Lemma 3.1(2), D contains T1 or M1 as a retract, and hence, IX --* T1] or [X --* M1] is a retract 
of IX --* D] for all core compact spaces with property W. By Lemma 3.2, then either [TN --* T1] 
or [MN --~ M1] is a continuous dcpo, which contradicts Lemma 3.1(3). Hence, (3) ~ (1) holds. I 
LEMMA 3.3. Let X be a core compact space with property W and D a Lawson compact con- 
tinuous L-domain. For any gl,g2 • [X --* D],V~ \gk  b~ • Pl(gk) (i -- 1 ,2 , . . . ,n l  i l k  = 1 and 
i=n l  + l , . . . ,n l  + n2), then 
A={V {Vi \gb , : i= l ,2 , . . . ,n l+n2}:g•mub{g l ,g2}} 
g 
is finite. 
PROOF. In the following proof, we use the notation in the proof of Lemma 2.4. First, ~(NieF Vi) 
is finite for each F • • as X has property W. Let I1 = {1, 2 , . . . ,  n~},/2 = {nl + 1 , . . . ,  n~ + n2}, 
and I = {1 ,2 , . . . ,n l  +n2}.  Then bi << a~(i • I) and V~ << gk<<a~>> (i • Ik, k = 1,2). By 
Lemma 2.1(2)(c), and noting that 09(x ) = 09~(x ) = 0g~(~) for all x • X, g • mub {gl, g2}, we have 
V{y  i • = V{y  \9  i • Ik} (k = 1,2). 
gk g 
Let T be the finite set of mub {bl , . . . ,  bn,+n2} with mub {al , . . . ,  anl+n2} C_C_ U{~ a:  a • T} in 
the proof of Lemma 2.4. For each g • mub {gl, g2} and for each F • @, we can assume MR(g) C T 
by the proof of Lemma 2.4. Now let 
S(g) = {bj: j • I} uU{MR(g) :  F • (b}U{0x:  x • D}, 
G(g) = V {yj \g  bj : j • I} ,  
g 
then 
S = {bj : j  • I}UTU{Oz:x  • D} 
is a finite set and contains S(g) as D is compact with the Lawson topology. 
For each g •mub{gl ,g2} and for each F E ~,RF(g) is a decomposition of N ie f~ by 
Lemma 2.3(2). Therefore, {V : V • E(Nie F Vi), V c U(f,m)} is a decomposition of U(F,m) 
for each U(F,m) • RE(g). By property W, we know that 
F +1 iEF  ] i cF  / 
is a finite set. Thus, from the proof of Lemma 2.4 and noting that the image of G(g) is contained 
in S(g), it is not hard to show that G(g) is a map which takes only one value sk c S on eachset 
B E B. By the arbitrariness of g E mub {gl, g2}, we know that A is finite. I 
LEMMA 3.4. Let dcpo D be a compact continuous L-domain and X a core compact space with 
property W. Then [X ~ D] is Scott quasi-compact. 
PROOF. First, S -- mub 0 = {0~ : x E D} is a nonempty finite set of D as D is compact with 
the Lawson topology. Noting that D is an L-domain and by Lemma 2.1(2)(a), {T m : m E S} is 
a decomposition of (D,a(D)). Thus, U(f) = {f - l (T  m) : m c S}\{0} is a finite decomposition 
of X for each f c IX --* D]. Note that E(X) is finite as X has property W, so it is not hard 
to see that each minimal element of [X --+ D] is a map which takes constant value sk c S on 
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each set Uk E E(X). Hence, the set of minimal elements of IX --* D] is finite and the lemma is 
proved. | 
THEOREM 3.2. A dcpo D is a compact continuous L-domain ff and only ff IX -~ D] is a compact 
continuous dcpo for each core compact space X with property W. 
PROOF. (if): By Theorem 3.1, D is a continuous L-domain. In fact, D is also compact because 
D ~ [X --~ D] for the one-point space X. 
(only if): It is sufficient o show that [X --~ D] is compact for each core compact space X 
with property W. By Lemma 3.4, IX --~ D] is Scott quasi-compact. Also by Theorem 2.1 and 
Lemma 2.1(1), IX -* D] has property m. Now let fi,gi E [Z ~ D] with fi ~ gi (i = 1,2). By 
Lemma 1.1 and Theorem 2.1, there are V~ ~gk b~ E P~(gk) (i E I1 = {1,2,. . .  ,n~} if k = 1 and 
i E I2 = {nl + 1 , . . . ,ns}  if k = 2) such that 
gk >> hi: i e Ik} >> h (k = 1, 2). 
By Lemma 3.3, the set 
A= {Vg {V/".~gbi : iE  {1,2 . . . .  ,nl  + n2}} : gEmub {gl,g2}} 
is finite. Hence, {fl Vhf2 : h E A} is a finite subset of mub{f l , f2} and mub{gl,g2} C 
(.J{~ f l  Vh f2 : h E A}. By Lemma 2.2, [X --* D] is compact with the Lawson topology, 
and hence, the theorem is proved. | 
LEMMA 3.5. Let X be a core compact space and D a continuous L-domain with a least element _1_. 
Then D is compact if IX -~ D] is compact. 
PROOF. By contradiction. Suppose that D is not compact. Then by Lemma 2.2, there are 
b~, ai E D with bi << ai (i -- 1, 2) such that mub {al, a2} ~ U{~ c : c E F} for each finite subset 
F of mub {bl, bs}. Hence, both sets mub {bl, b2} and mub {al, as} are infinite. 
There is a nonempty open set V of X with V << X as X is core compact. Let Ca denote the 
function taking constant value a on X for each a E D and let V "~ b the function taking value b 
on V and value 2_ otherwise for each b E D. Note that D is an L-domain, we can show that the 
following conclusions hold. 
1. V "~ bl ~ ca1, V ~ b2 << c~ 2. 
2. mub{cal,Ca:} D {cm : m Emub{al ,as}}.  
3. mub{V ~ bl,V ~ b2} D {V \ m : m Emub{bl,bs}}. 
4. If m Emub{a l ,as} ,h  Emub{V ~ bl,V ~ b2} and cm _> h, then there is an ml E 
mub {bl,bs} such that h --= V ~,~ ml. 
Thus, it is easy to show that {c~ : m E mub {al, a~}} ~ F for each finite subset F of 
mub {V ~ b~, V ~ bs}, which contradicts the Lawson compactness of IX ---* D]. Hence, the 
lemma is proved. | 
THEOREM 3.3. Let D be a continuous L-domain with a least element and X a core compact 
space with property W. Then IX --~ D] is a compact continuous dcpo if and only ff D is a 
compact domain. 
PROOF. (if) follows from Theorem 3.2. (only if) follows from Lemma 3.5. | 
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